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the serial key and download the expansion pack.On a trip to Israel last week, 20 Czech school girls were sexually assaulted by Arab terrorists. Their crime: not wearing the Islamic headscarf. The attack was conducted as a response to a new law in the country requiring women to wear the hijab. The story was all over the media, with

many references to “Jihadi Rapists,” and warnings against Germany’s “open door policy” in bringing unvetted Muslims to Europe. Of course, the only German any German should be worrying about is Angela Merkel and her open door policy that has led to yet another million Turks flooding into her country. But at least the Germans have a
law on the books that prevents them being defiled by Muslim rapists. Not so for the Czechs. When it comes to the treatment of their own citizens, the powers that be are in complete agreement with ISIS.Comedy Bang Bang #347 When the spirit of Walter Sobchak rises from the grave, it will be with a bit of help from Scott’s Associate
from the comedy department, Michael Showalter, and a whole lot of ghosts from the women of comedy. The all-female team of writers joins Scott and Scott to talk about the women of Comedy Bang! Bang!, What’s My Name? and their involvement in showrunning the FX series, The League. Later, Scott gets serious and apologizes for
their years of work on The State. This episode is sponsored by Squarespace (www.squarespace.com/bangbang) and Allie’s Wines (www.allieswines.com code: BANGBANG).How Do Bees Eject Bees? Ben Zimmer has a nice piece in The Atlantic (“How Do Bees Eject Bees?”) on how biology explains a phenomenon known as “ejections.” A

bee, as you may have noticed, does not have a very sweet honeycombed home. Instead it
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